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Open Badges
- Token Representing an Achievement

Comprehensive Learner Record (CLR)
- Longitudinal Record of Achievements and Milestones

CASE
- Competencies and Academic Standards Exchange
- Publish and Relate Skills

IMS Open Standards Enable an Interoperable Ecosystem
Wellspring Initiative 3 Workstreams

Connected frameworks, primary employer research and demonstration software

Education Providers

Interconnected Frameworks (CASE)

Employer Partners

The Center for the Future of Higher Education and Talent Strategy

8

750 Employers

Readiness Plans

Cost-Benefit

16

Functioning Demonstration Software available to Members

Sponsored by 1EdTech Foundation and supported by the Charles Koch Foundation and the Walmart Foundation. See Phase II report

Wellspring is building a demonstration ATS. The products listed are examples of possible products to consume CLR.
Open Standards Can Power a Virtual Talent Network

Riverwell High

NIASE

Riverwell Community College

Digital Wallet Platforms

Plural Games

Exeter Volvo

Riverwalk Place
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You have imported 2 records into your wallet

**Imported Records**

- **Ellis Monday**
  - Publisher: Western High School, RSD
  - Issued: 12/06/2021

- **Ellis Monday**
  - Publisher: Riverview Community College
  - Issued: 12/06/2021

**See All Imported Records**

You have added 1 Achievement

**Self-Issued Achievements**

- **Community Cyber Help Desk**
  - Issued: 12/07/2021
  - Type: Achievement

**See All Self-Issued Achievements**

You have curated 1 Collection of your records

**Custom Collections**

- Windows Server Cyber Analyst

**See All Custom Collections**
Candidate #32
Posting: Cybersecurity Analyst
Matched: 11/17/21 4:42 PM
Saved: 11/17/21 6:44 PM

Matched Qualifications
Knowledge of ethical hacking practices
High Priority Qualification +50
Achievement Alignment has an Association to Qualification Alignment +20
Achievement Demonstrates Knowledge +10
Achievement Includes Field of Study +10

Communicate complex information
Implement network security practices
Security assessment and remediation
Access current tools

90 of 170 possible